Abstract-In this letter, we characterize the degrees of freedom (DoF) of the K ≥ 3 user Gaussian interference network with a cognitive helper where each node is equipped with a single antenna. Specifically, the users send independent messages to their corresponding receiver through their own antenna and via the help of the cognitive helper. For this network, we show that the sum DoF value is upper bounded by (K+1) /2 when K is odd and K 2 /2(K+1) when K is even, respectively. While the new DoF upper bounds are simply derived based on the fact that cooperation among users does not decrease the capacity region, we provide a new achievable scheme to obtain a total of (K+1) /2 DoF for any K ≥ 3. Thus, we establish that the exact sum DoF value of the network is given as (K+1) /2, whenever K is odd. The new achievable scheme is based on interference neutralization and asymptotic interference alignment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

E
XPLORING the fundamental capacity limit is a key objective in the request for understanding wireless communications networks, and pointing to the development direction of practical techniques. In order to capture the essence of the capacity limit, we are primarily interested in the degrees of freedom (DoF) characterization of wireless networks. The notion of DoF, also known as the number of independent signaling dimensions, is of great significance for understanding the high signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) capacity. Many fundamental new ideas, especially interference alignment [1] , [2] , [3] , have been generated from studying the DoF characterization. While DoF characterizations have recently been obtained for a wide variety of wireless networks, in this letter we are primarily interested in an interference network with a cognitive helper, a setup that has not been well understood.
Let us first consider a K-user MISO Gaussian interference channel where each transmitter has two independent antennas. For this channel, it is already known that the total number of DoF is 2K/3 for the K > 2 setting [4] . However, if there are dependencies among the antennas of the transmitters, then the question is whether the number of DoF of this channel is affected. For example, consider a K-user SISO Gaussian interference channel where each message is accessible to its own and the next indexed transmitters, i.e., a scenario in which channel dependencies are created through antenna sharing to form a special MISO interference channel. For this channel, Sreekanth et. al. show in [5] Fig. 1 in [6] , and showed that each user is able to achieve 2/3 DoF, i.e., a total of 2K/3 DoF with K = 3. The general K > 3 user case is also considered in [6] , for which an upper bound on the sum DoF equal to 2K/3 is derived. The DoF upper bound essentially follows the K-user MISO interference channel DoF upper bound, and it is claimed to be achievable as well in [6] . That is to say, Chaaban et al. claim that the aroused channel dependencies do not give rise to DoF loss.
In this letter, we consider again the same problem as in [6] , and we show that the upper bound of 2K/3 DoF are not achievable in general. In particular, we show that for the K ≥ 3 user Gaussian interference network with a cognitive helper, as shown in Fig. 1 , the sum DoF are bounded above by
when K is odd and even, respectively. Note that when K > 4, the values of our new DoF upper bounds are strictly smaller than 2K/3 which is claimed to be achievable in [6] . Our new DoF upper bounds are derived using the facts that collaboration among users does not decrease the capacity region and that increasing the number of users does not increase the capacity per user. Moreover, we provide a new achievable scheme, which is based on interference neutralization and interference alignment, to achieve K+1 2 sum DoF for any K ≥ 3. Therefore, we establish the sum DoF of the network in Fig. 1 when K is odd.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND DEFINITIONS
Consider a K-user Gaussian interference channel with a cognitive helper where each node has only one antenna, as shown in Fig. 1 . Transmitter k sends one independent message W k to its desired receiver k where k ∈ {1, 2, 3 · · · , K} K. Transmitter 0 is a cognitive helper where all the messages of other users W k , k ∈ K are available through orthogonal noiseless links (first-hop) in Fig. 1 . At the receiver side, receiver k wants to decode its own message W k . In this letter, we assume 1089-7798/13$31.00 c 2013 IEEE block fading channels, meaning that the channel coefficients are drawn from a continuous distribution in each block and change independently to other values in the next. However, we point out that for constant channels where the channel coefficients remain fixed during the entire transmission, all the results we obtain in this letter remain the same by using the rational alignment framework 1 . Moreover, we assume that global channel knowledge is perfectly available to all nodes in the network.
At time t ∈ Z + , for i ∈ K ∪ {0}, transmitter i sends a complex-valued signal X i (t), which satisfies an average power constraint
≤ ρ for T channel uses where ρ is referred to as the SNR. At the receiver side, receiver j observes an complex signal Y j (t) at time t, which is given by:
where H ji (t) is the channel coefficient from transmitter i to receiver j at time t. The term Z j (t) represents the independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero mean unit variance circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise at receiver j. The capacity region C(ρ) of the network in Fig. 1 is the set of achievable rate tuples R(ρ) = (R 1 (ρ), · · · , R K (ρ)) such that each user can simultaneously decode its own message with arbitrarily small error probability. The maximum sum rate of this channel is defined as
The capacity in the high SNR regime can be characterized through the DoF, i.e., d k lim ρ→∞ R k (ρ)/ log ρ, and the sum DoF
In this letter, we define the message set W S {W k : k ∈ S ⊂ K}. Also, we denote the signal vector asX S = X S1 X S2 · · · X S |S| T where the subscript S k represents the k th element of the ordered set S. Also, we let Z + = Z + ∪{0}, and define S c as the complement of S with respect to K.
III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we present our DoF results for the network that we defined in Section II, and defer all the technical proofs to the next two sections. Since the K = 2 user case has been 1 The notion of rational alignment is introduced in [3] , which essentially mimics the linear alignment over the vector subspaces in rational dimensions. considered by Sridharan et. al. in [7] , we investigate the K ≥ 3 setting in this letter.
Lemma 1: (Upper Bound) For the K ≥ 3 user interference channel with a cognitive helper that we defined in Section II, the sum DoF are upper bounded by
Proof: The proof is based on the fact that collaborating users do not decrease the channel capacity region, and is presented in Section IV. In this section, we will study the DoF converse, based on the idea that cooperating users, i.e., message sharing and joint signal processing among users, does not decrease the channel capacity region and increasing the number of users does not increase the DoF per user. Since this idea has already been applied in many other work such as [4] , [5] , [8] , we only show the intuition of the DoF converse proof, and defer the information theoretic proof into [9] in detail.
First, suppose that K is an odd number. In this case, we allow collaboration among receivers 1, 2, · · · , K+1 2 as one node, denoted by S = {1, 2, · · · , K+1 2 }. Since cooperation among antennas does not decrease the capacity region, the DoF upper bound of the new network still applies to the original channel that we consider. Given the reliable communication assumption, each receiver is able to decode its own message with arbitrarily small error probability. Therefore, receivers in S first decode messages W S and then remove the signals caused byX S from the received signal vector
T , to obtain the K+1 2 dimensional observation from transmitters in S c ∪{0}, i.e., a total of K+1 2 antennas. Therefore, by inverting the channel matrix from these antennas to the receivers in S, we are able to reconstruct the signals sent from those transmit antennas, such that the receivers in S decode the messages W S c subject to the noise distortion 2 . Since receivers in S have a total of K+1 2 antennas, and thus are able to decode all messages subject to the noise distortion, we have the desired sum DoF upper bound d Σ ≤ |S| = K+1 2 . Next, suppose that K is an even number. Note that we have already argued that the sum DoF are upper bounded by K 2 for K − 1 arbitrary users. In addition, we notice that increasing the number of users cannot increase the DoF per user. Thus, for the K user case, the sum DoF
. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
V. DOF ACHIEVABILITY: PROOF OF LEMMA 2
In this section, we present our DoF achievability result given in Lemma 2. The achievable scheme we propose in this letter is based on interference neutralization and asymptotic interference alignment. In the following, we first introduce the interference neutralization step to convert the original channel {H ji } to an effective channel {G ji }, and then present the interference alignment scheme that achieves the desired DoF for the effective channel.
A. Interference Neutralization Step
As assumed in Section II, each message W k , k ∈ K is available at two transmitters, i.e., transmitter k and the cognitive helper 0. We first consider the K − 1 messages W {1} c , i.e., from W 2 to W K , at receiver 1. Our goal in this step is to neutralize the signals carrying these messages at receiver 1. Basically, this can be done by sending each message W k from transmitter k and the cognitive helper 0 using a linear beamforming vector such that the signals carrying the message W k have null projection at receiver 1. Specifically, suppose that X 0k (W k ) is the signal carrying the message W k sent from helper 0, then we require that
With these neutralization equations, receiver 1 is free of interference. Note that at helper 0 we use superposition coding such that
Next, let us consider the signals associated with user i, i ∈ {1} c . Each receiver i hears the desired signal X i from transmitter i and X 0i from helper 0. According to (3), the desired signal at each receiver i is given by
Similarly, for j ∈ {1} c , each receiver j observes interference X i from transmitter i and X 0i from helper 0 where i ∈ {1, j} c . That is, the interference caused by message W i to receiver j is given by
Notice that besides messages W {1,j} c , each receiver j also sees interference caused by message W 1 originating from transmitter 1 and helper 0, i.e., X 1 and X 01 (W 1 ). Now for j ∈ K and i ∈ K ∪ {0}, we define an effective channel
Using this effective channel, the received signal at time t at receiver 1 is given by
while at each receiver j ∈ {1} c we have
So far, we have converted the original channel {H ji } to the effective channel {G ji } as shown in Fig. 2 , where each transmit signal X i (W i ), i ∈ K is a mapping function of message W i only. The signal of the cognitive helper is X 01 (W 1 ), which is a function of message W 1 only.
B. Interference Alignment Step
In this section, we will show that the effective channel {G ji } that we obtained in (7) by using interference neutralization has a total of (K + 1)/2 DoF.
As shown in Fig. 2 , let us first consider the users sending messages W {1} c , i.e., those included in the green dashed rectangle. Note that in the absence of message W 1 , the remaining K − 1 users comprise of a fully connected K − 1 user interference channel. Thus, intuitively each user is able to achieve 1/2 DoF by using interference alignment. Moreover, we split the message W 1 into two sub-messages W 11 and W 12 , such that the signal X 1 (W 1 ) = X 1 (W 11 ) is a coding function of W 11 only, and the signal X 01 (W 1 ) = X 01 (W 12 ) is a coding function of W 12 only. We let each of the messages W 11 and W 12 carry 1/2 DoF. Since receiver 1 is free of interference, it is able to decode W 11 and W 12 as long as X 1 and X 01 are distinguishable. In addition, at receiver j ∈ {1} c , in order to protect the desired signals, the interference X 1 and X 01 should be aligned into the interference subspace spanned by the interference of users i where i ∈ {1, j} c . Intuitively, this can be done by using the [CJ08] asymptotic alignment scheme proposed in [2] . Since each of the messages W 2 , W 3 , · · · , W K carries 1/2 DoF and W 1 = {W 11 , W 12 } carries 1 DoF, we can achieve a total of (K + 1)/2 DoF. Based on this intuition, we will present the rigorous proof as follows.
Let N = (K − 1)K and consider L = L 1 + L 2 symbol extensions in the time domain where
Then each user has an L-dimensional signal space. Our goal is to show that each transmitter is able to send L 1 symbols in the L-dimensional signal space. In order to do this, we use the same L × L 1 beamforming matrix V to send each message from the corresponding transmitter, i.e., for transmitter k ∈ K ∪ {0}, we have
